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ABSTRACT

Mastery theory of law is one of the criteria for a good court. One of the law theories currently being developed is economic analysis of law theory. One of the decisions that the judge considered was using economic analysis of law theory in making a decision is a decision of 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG. Therefore, this article will analyze further into the decision of 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG. This research is legal research that uses statute approach, conceptual approach, and case approach. Based on the research, it showed that the features of economic analysis of law theory are: 1) Focused on the philosophy of justice utilitarianism which is the fundamental concept based on felicific calculus, 2) Using the basis of consideration: a) Economic theory as a foundation for legal analysis, b) Using analysis of cost-benefit to create a law and/or c) Consideration of opportunity cost which law will be formed, and 3) Output which is achieved is wealth maximization. Related to the Decision Number Register 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG. in fact, arguable that judges make the decision based on economic analysis of law theory because related to ratio decedendi has fulfilled 3 (three) characteristic economic analysis of law theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geef me goede rechter, goede rechter commissarisen, goede officieren van justitien, goede politie ambtenaren, en ik zal met een slecht wetboeken van strafprocessrecht het geode
A legal adage which if translates means: “Give me a decent judge, prosecutor, and policeman, and I will turn a poor criminal procedure code into good.” If interpreted as a contra rio, it is understandable that if there are poor judges, prosecutors, and cops, decent criminal procedural law will deteriorate. This was clear from the legal adage that no matter how full the current legal substance is the rule would be difficult to enforce without any of the help of better police officers.

Based on the legal adage above, it can be seen that one of the law enforcers is a judge. The position of the judge as one of the law enforces was also shared by Henry Arianto who stated: “The role of judges is important. He is the laws and justice’s enforcer, as well as state officials who do noble task in realizing a rule of law, providing legal certainly, and benefiting the community through legal decisions in court.” According to Fence M. Wantu, one of the things must be practiced to be “great” judge is the science of law. The following are opinions from Fence M. Wantu: “Ideally, judges must master in development of legal science. Mastery of the science of law is something which cannot be ignored by judges in carrying out their daily duties.” Furthermore, Fence M. Wantu stated that: “To achieve it, judges must master technical legal theories, such as legal interpretation and construction, which in this principle provide room for judges to find a case being examined and motivation to judges do not be fixated on the sound of the articles’ clauses. The rule of law is an inert article.” Based on this opinion, it can be seen that to be a great judge, it is one of thing which should be mastered by legal theory (rechtstheorie).

Talking about legal theory has been around for a long time, in fact, legal principle has been begun to develop since the 1800s. There are several legal theories are known today, for example, the social theory of Jean Jacques Rousseau, pure legal theory (théorie pure du droit) from Hans Kelsen, legal theory as a reflection of the people’s soul (volkgeist) from Friedrich Carl von Savigny, etc. One legal theory is arguably new in comparison to other legal theories, but it has gained widespread recognition and application is the economic analysis of law theory popularized by Richard A. Posner.

---
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Economic analysis of law theory which popularized by Richard A. quite rapidly popularity, because it is considered that this theory is a breakthrough in legal theory that changes the traditional views of legal experts who previously only considered law related to “right” and “wrong”, however, it includes the elements of “risks” and “benefit” or it known as R&B. The aim of R&B elements in legal theory is carried out by Posner to create and encourage the maximum efficiency of the created legal product. Posner also refers to express that as “wealth maximization.” Thus, it can be said that in essence, through this economic analysis of low theory, the aim of law to be produced is to achieve an effective and efficient law.

The existence of economic analysis of law theory which is predicted as a revolutionary legal theory is of course compulsory for the control of judges who are required to master legal theory. In Indonesia, it appears that judges have begun to use economic analysis of law theory as a basis for giving decisions. One of the examples of judge’s decision using economic analysis of law theory as a basis for making decisions can be seen in a corruption case with register number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG.

The case stems from the action of Yoyo Iryadi bin Djaya Dinata who is the village head in Linggar Village, Rancaekek District, Bandung Regency who is accused of corruption. The action allegedly carried out by Yoyo as the Village head was transfer of funds and the remaining funds could not be accounted for. This was revealed based on the results of the examination by Bandung Regency Inspectorate Number: 700/713C/IRBAN III December 2, 2010, about the Realized Work Examination Report, supplemented by witness testimony, evidence, and even the defendant’s testimony. Meanwhile, the amount of funds that the defendant could not account for was Rp500,000.00, - (five hundred thousand rupiah).

The judge claimed that the defendant’s acts were proven but this act was not a criminal act, so the judge gave the decision that the defendant was acquitted of all legal charges (Onslag Van Rechts Alle Voervolging). One of the judges’ considerations in making the decision was: “Whereas by taking into account the principle of the cost-benefit ratio, in common sense it is not worth the cost incurred by the state to examine and hear state losses is Rp 500,000, -.”

Related to the background, this article will analyze Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG and colleration with economic analysis of law theory. To conduct research on Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG and colleration with economic analysis of law theory, the problem formulations in this article are: 1) What are the characteristic of economic analysis of law theory and 2) What is the ratio decedendi of Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG. The objective of this article are: 1) to analyze and find the characteristics of economic analysis of law theory dan 2) to analyze and find the ratio decedendi of Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG.

There are several articles that are similar to this one, so to ensure the novelty of this article, the researcher will describe the differences between these articles and the novelty of this article. Some of the articles that are similar to this one are:

1. Sudwijayanti’s article with the title: “Economic Analysis of Law Against Criminalization of Insider Trading in the Merger Process as a Corporate Crime”

---

was published DIH: Journal of Legal Studies Volume 13 Number 25, 2017. Article is same with before to discuss related to economic analysis of law theory, but the differences is this article from Sudwijayanti that it correlates with the conviction of insider trading in the merger process as corporate crime, whereas in this article it correlates with criminal acts of corruption, especially in Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG.

2. Isti Sulistyorni and Siti Zulaekhah’s article with the title: “Economic Analysis of Law on Changes in the Policy of a Contract of Work into a Special Mining Business Permit (IUPK): A case Study of PT. Freeport Indonesia” which was published in journal Pena Justisia: Media Communication and Legal Studies Volume 17, Number 2, 2017. This article by Isti Sulistyorni and Siti Zulaekhah discuss about economic analysis of law theory, but the differences in this article by Isti Sulistyorni and Siti Zulaekhah collates with the change in contract of work policy to a special mining license which is especially correlated with cause study of PT. Freeport Indonesia, while this article correlates it with criminal acts of corruption, especially in Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG.

2. METHOD

The research is legal research. According to Jonaedi Effendi and Johhny Ibrahim, legal research is a research which has a legal object, law as a science or dogmatic rules, as well as law related to people’s behavior and life. This research is a legal research to analyze the rules and laws relating to the application of the theory economic analysis of law as a basis for judges’ consideration in Decision of corruption.

To obtain answers to the legal issues faced, this research uses several approaches are statute approach, conceptual approach, dan case study. The first approach is the statutory approach. The statutory approach is used to examine various laws and regulations related to legal issues at hand, including Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption Crimes as Amended by Law of the republic of Indonesia Number 20 in 2001, law Number 48 in 2009 about Judicial Power, and so on. The next approach is the conceptual approach which in according to Peter Mahmud, the conceptual approach is used to study views and doctrines in legal science to find legal definitions, legal concepts and legal principles which relevant to the issues at hand. In this legal research, the legal concept which use is economic analysis of law. The final approach is a case study which in fact is often considered the same as the case approach even though there are differences, such as the case approach analyzes several decisions with permanent legal force, while case study just analyzing a case, where in this article is Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. The Characteristic Economic Analysis of Law Theory

Defining a concept is not the only way to describe it, particularly if it comes to a complicated legal concept. This is in accordance with the sarcasm of Immanuel Kant, that: “Noch suchen die Juristen eine Definition zu ihrem Begriff von Recht” (Translated based on means: legal experts are still looking for a definition of their legal concept). It is recognized that looking for a description of the concept of law does not cause one to lose sight if the meaning of understanding of the law. Regarding the definition of economic analysis of law theory, no one has provided a precise definition, but if you look at the opinion of John Posner, it can be understood that in essence economic analysis of law theory is a legal theory regarding economic analysis of law or analysis of law or economics about law.

To understand the essence of economic analysis of law theory which is a legal theory, it is necessary to first understand the philosophy that supports the legal theory thinking. It is intended that the rationale for this legal theory is obtained so that a holistic understanding can be formed regarding this economic analysis of law theory. The importance of understanding the legal philosophy that underlies a legal theory is also coherent with the opinion of Shidarta, who stated that “Legal philosophy provides a philosophical basis and after the birth of legal theory as an independent discipline, it is also a philosophical basis for legal theory…” As a basic giver, legal philosophy becomes a reference for the teachings of values and teachings of science for legal theory.

Table 1. Philosophy in Law School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Name of Philosophy in Law School</th>
<th>Thesis of Philosophy in Law School</th>
<th>Main Idea of Legal Philosophy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Natural Law</td>
<td>Thesis of Morality and Normativity</td>
<td>Natural law unites law and morals, but it separates law and facts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Legal Realism</td>
<td>Thesis on Separation of Law and Morals and the Unity of Law and Fact</td>
<td>Law separates law and morals and unites law and facts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4. **School of History**
   - Thesis on Morality and the Unity of Law and Fact
   - Moral values according to the historical school are limited to the soul of each nation (*volksgeist*) so that their scope is particular.

5. **American Sociological Jurisprudence**
   - Thesis on the Separation of Law and Morals and the Unity of Law and Facts
   - A synthesis of legal positivism and historical schools, American Sociological Jurisprudence is different from legal positivism and historical schools. If legal positivism makes positive norms in the statutory system the main thing, American Sociological Jurisprudence places it as just a way to solve a concrete case. This flow also limits the concept of law as judge-made law.

6. **Utilitarianism**
   - Thesis on the Separation of Law and Morals and the Unity of Law and Facts
   - The concept of law according to utilitarianism is the same as the concept of law according to pure legal theory, namely positive norms in the statutory system. The thing that distinguishes the dimensions of epistemology and axiology in which utilitarianism uses a deductive and non-doctrinal methodology is linearly inductive. Positive norms in the statutory system must be tested in the real world. Therefore, the value of legal certainty is followed by the value of the benefit.

*Source: Mahrus Ali, 2017*

Based on the various philosophical school that exists, it can be understood that the philosophy underlying the birth of the economic analysis of law is the Utilitarianism which popularized by Jeremy Bentham. This utilitarianism developed by Jeremy Bentham is based on *felicific calculus*, which is the calculation of great happiness over large numbers. This is what underlines Jeremy Bentham’s opinion, which is often known as the greatest happiness number or known as the principle of expediency.

After recognizing that the basis of thinking from economic analysis of law theory is the flow of utilitarianism which the main principle is based on *felicific calculus*, it is logical of economic analysis of law theory the things used as a basis in forming law are:

1. Economic theory as a basis for analyzing law
2. Using cost-benefit analysis in shaping law
3. Considering the opportunity cost of the established law

The expected results (output) from the use of these 3 (three) things in forming laws that reflect the economic analysis of law theory is Wealth Maximization. As an embodiment of economic analysis of law theory, which in fact the focus is the application of the

---


principles of efficiency and benefit, the concretization of efficiency and benefit is a condition where the resources are allocated so that the value is maximum or also known as wealth maximization.  

From a series of explanations, it can be understood that the characteristics of economic analysis of law are:

1. Based on the theory of utilitarian justice, which in fact the main principle based on felicifc calculus;
2. Using the basic considerations
   - Economic theory as the basis for analyzing law;
   - Using cost-benefit analysis in shaping laws; and/or
   - Considering the opportunity cost of the law established
3. The output to be achieved is a wealth maximization

3.2. Ratio decedendi Judges from Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG

In Article 5 paragraph (1) in Law Number 48 in 2009 about Judicial Power (Law 48/2009), it is stipulated that: “Constitutional judges and judges are obliged to explore, follow and understand the legal values and the sense of justice that Public.” Grammatically, it can be seen that there is the phare “obliged to explore, follow, and understand.” From the operator the selected norm is mandatory, so this means that the judge must explore, follow, and understand the legal values and the sense of justice that live in society. As for the concretization of the 3 (three) things that have been done by the judge, it can be seen from the judge's consideration (ratio decedendi) as outlined in his decision.  

This is coherent with the opinion of A. W. B. Simpson who states that: “the ratio decedendi can be defined as the material facts of the case plus the decision theron.” The obligation of judges to explore, follow, and understand and to ensure that what is concretized is based on the judge's consideration which then becomes one of the ratios legis of the existence of Article 53 paragraph (1) UU 48/2009 which reads: “The decision and decision as referred to in paragraph (1) must contain judges' legal considerations based on proper and correct reasons and legal grounds.” Thus, every decision should have a ratio decedendi, because it is from there that the basis for the judge's consideration can be understood to issue a decision.

In this article, the decision that will be analyzed for ratio decedendi is Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG, so that it can be understood the basis used by the judge in making a decision. However, before discussing the ratio decedendi the judge in passing Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG, the position and decision of the judge from Case Register Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG. This is actually in accordance with the adage of the classical law, are “id perfectum est quod ex omnibus suis partibus constant” which if freely translated means: “something cannot be said to be perfect unless it is said to be complete.” In connection with this

---

article, with the elaboration of the case position and the judge's decision from Decision Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG, before analyzing the *ratio decedendi* in Case Register Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG, then it will make the analysis of the *ratio decedendi* in Case Register Number 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG to be perfect.

The position case of Case Number Register 45/Pid.Sus/TPK/2011/PN.BDG stems from the action of Yoyo Iryadi bin Djaya Dinata who served as the village head in Linggar Village, Rancaekek District, Bandung Regency who was suspected of having committed acts of corruption. The action allegedly carried out by Yoyo as the village head was the transfer of funds and the remaining funds that could not be accounted for. This was revealed based on the results of the inspection from the Inspectorate of Bandung Regency Number: 700/713C/IRBAN III on December 2, 2010 about the Report on the Results of the Examination of Realized Work. The details of the funds are as follows:

1. Fund for repairing the Al-Ikhlas mosque at Rt. 02 Rw.08, Bangkuang Village, Linggar Village, Rancaekek District, amounting to Rp. 30,000,000.00 (thirty million rupiah), in fact it is realized for:
   - The cost of the Al-Hijrah Rancapait mosque is Rp10,000,000.00;
   - The Cihaur road Raston fee is Rp 12,850,000.00;
   - The Raston fee for Jalan Bojongkalong is Rp 5,628,000.00
   - Buy Sand and Stone for Depok roads is Rp 1,522,000.00
2. Wajardiknas fund amounting to Rp 5,500,000.00 (five million five hundred thousand rupiahs) for school equipment packages for students who cannot afford a total of 55 students each Rp 100,000.00 the defendant realized, among others:
   - Assistance for Paud Aurora in the amount is Rp 4,500,000.00
   - Assistance for Paud Miftahul Huda in the amount is Rp 1,000,000.00
3. The environmental road hardening fund Rw.08 of Rp. 2,000,000.00 (two million rupiahs) is diverted to the construction of culverts in the area of Rt.02 Rw.01;
4. Funds for Village Apparatus Empowerment for Human Resources Improvement Training for Phase II LPMD amounting to Rp. 1,500,000.00 are realized in the amount of Rp. 1,000,000.00 so that there is a remaining fund of Rp. 500,000.00, - was used for the purchase of food and drink as well as for the cost of the pedicab for transporting food and beverages for human resource development activities for LPMD and when the inspection was carried out by the Inspectorate, the Defendant could not yet account for

As for the remaining funds, the defendant was charged with alternative charges are First, Article 3 jo Article 18 paragraph (1) letter a and letter b of Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption Crimes as amended by Law Number 20 in 2001 about Amendments to Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption jo with Article 65 of the Criminal Code (KUHP) or Second, Article 8 of Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption Crimes as amended by Law Number 20 in 2001 about Amendments to Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption jo with Article 65 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code or Third, Article 9 of Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption as amended with Law
In this case, the judge ruled:

1. Declare the acts accused as in the first indictment (criminal threats in accordance with Article 3 jo with Article 18 paragraph (1) letters a and b of Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption as amended by Law Number 20 in 2001 about Amendments to Law Number 31 in 1999 about Eradication of Corruption jo Article 65 paragraph (1) KUHP) to Defendant Yoyo Iryadi Bin Djaya Dinata was proven but this act was not a criminal act;

2. To declare that the Defendant, Yoyo Iryadi Bin Djaya Dinata released from all legal charges (Onslag Van Rechts Alle Voervolging) in this case;

3. Recover the rights of the Defendant Yoyo Iryadi Bin Djaya Dinata in terms of ability, position and dignity.

The ratio decedendi used by the judge, in this case, is basically:

1. the element of committing several actions, each of which must be viewed as separate actions that have been fulfilled;

2. Even though the actions of the Defendant, Yoyo Iryadi Bin Djaya Dinata as above have met the formal formulation (procedural justice), the judge is of the view that the character of criminal law justice prioritizes (substantive justice). The judge here considers whether the actions of the defendant who has violated the formal law have also violated the material law. To find that answer, the judge referred to the legal doctrine regarding the teaching of the nature of against the material law in its negative function. The nature of against negative material law is based on unwritten law is the view of the community that an act is not disgraceful or not against the law materially, even though it has fulfilled the formulation of the offense, the perpetrator is released from all legal claims. 33 The use of this doctrine is also complemented by judges on a written legal basis in the form of jurisprudence which has been adhered to as a standard reference and is consistently applied (stare decicis), is as in the decision of the Supreme Court No. 42 K/KR/1966, in January 8, 1966, No. 71/K/1970, in May 27, 1972; and No. 81/K/KR/1973, in March 30, 1977, which in essence was that even though the defendant's act was against the formal law but not against the law materially, the defendant had to be released from all charges because:

   • The state is not harmed;

   • Public interest served;

   • The defendant did not get any benefits.

3. Regarding funds amounting to Rp. 500,000, which at the time of inspection by the Inspectorate could not be accounted for by the defendant and in the trial, it was proven that it was used for the purchase of food and drink as well as for pedicab costs for transporting food and drinks for human resource development activities for LPMD, as well as the transfer of funds. which was not in

accordance with its designation but all of this was done by the defendant as a result of deliberation and used for the construction of public facilities (repair of roads, mosques, and PAUD buildings), and it was also proven at court that the defendant had paid out personal money of Rp. 25,000,000. to carry out the normalization of Cikijing River, so that in essence the state was not harmed, the public interest was served, and the defendant did not benefit at all;

4. The act of the defendant in transferring funds as above, in addition to having fulfilled the procedure (is deliberation which was strengthened by the Decree of the Head of Linggar Village, Rancaekek District, Bandung Regency No. 141.1 / Kep-02-2004 / 2010 on June 28, 2010).

5. Whereas the transfer decision by the defendant Yoyo was a form of discretion about the will/demands of the Linggar Village community regarding damage to public facilities and situations that were difficult to anticipate (the Cikijing River flood) so that the diversion could be called a rational and beneficial decision which had to be carried out immediately at that time. Even if there is an error in the defendant's actions, it tends to be administrative in nature.

6. Whereas by observing the principle of the cost-benefit ratio, in common sense it is not comparable to the costs incurred by the state to examine and hear state losses of Rp. 500,000. The examination of a case with a small amount of loss is not in accordance with: the parameters of restorative justice that are in accordance with the ideal value or ideals of justice (ius constitutendum) of our nation as stated in the Corruption Eradication Bill is according to article 51 which is essentially a corruption case. with state losses of up to Rp. 25,000,000, there is no need to go to court, the use of the principle of punishment as the ultimate remedium, so law enforcers need to apply criminal sanctions frugally and carefully.

From the legal facts, decisions, and ratio decedendi in the case decision Register Number 45 / Pid.Sus / TPK / 2011 / PN.BDG, it can be seen that the judge in making the decision adopted ecomic analysis of law theory. This can be seen from the characteristics of the economic analysis of law which are reflected in the ratio decedendi of the decision number Register Number 45 / Pid.Sus / TPK / 2011 / PN.BDG. Here is the description:

1. Based on the theory of utilitarian justice, which in fact the main principle is based on felicific calculus

In this case, it can be seen that the judge of the theory of utilitarian justice, whose main principle is based on felicific calculus, applies the felicific calculus principle from the consideration of the judge who considers that: "Regarding funds amounting to Rp. 500,000, - which at the time of the inspection the Inspectorate could not be accounted for by the defendant. and in court it was proven that it was used for the purchase of food and drink as well as for the cost of the rickshaw to transport food and drinks for human resource development activities for LPMD, as well as the transfer of funds that were not in accordance with their allocation but all of this was carried out by the defendant as a result of deliberation and used for the construction of public facilities. (repair of roads, mosques, and PAUD buildings), and it was also proven at the trial that the defendant had spent Rp. 25,000,000 in private money to carry out the
normalization of Cikijing River so that in essence the state was not harmed, the public interest was served, and the defendant did not benefit at all. " From these considerations, it can be seen that the judges considered that in relation to the money that could not be accounted for, the community had agreed to use it for the purchase of food and drink as well as for pedicab costs for transporting food and beverages for HR improvement activities for LPMD, in addition to the transfer of funds that were not according to its designation but all of this was carried out by the defendant based on the results of deliberation and used for the construction of public facilities (repair of roads, mosques and PAUD buildings, so this means that all parties, in the sense of the village community, have agreed and received the majority of benefits, so the judges who understand this can be said to have used the basis of felicific calculus in making decisions.

2. Using the basic considerations:
   - Economic theory as the basis for analyzing law;
   - Using cost-benefit analysis in shaping laws; and/or
   - Considering the opportunity cost of the law established.

In one of his considerations, it was stated that: "Whereas by taking into account the principle of the cost-benefit ratio, it is common sense that it is not comparable to the costs incurred by the state to examine and hear state losses of Rp. 500,000. The examination of a case with a small amount of loss is not in accordance with: the parameters of restorative justice in accordance with the ideal value or the ideal of justice (ius constituendum) of our nation. From these considerations, it can be seen that expressis verbis the judge mentions the cost-benefit ratio which incidentally means the judge uses one of the basic considerations in the economic analysis of law theory in making this decision.

3. The output to be achieved is a wealth maximization

From the results to be achieved from this decision which incidentally is that the defendant is acquitted of all legal charges (Onslag Van Rechts Alle Voervolging), because the money is used based on a joint agreement for the benefit of the villagers and de facto indeed for the villagers, and if convicted is not In accordance with the principle of the cost-benefit ratio which is not worth the cost incurred by the state to examine and hear state losses, it can be seen that the results achieved want to "maximize welfare", because all parties are considered "welfare", including welfare for villagers (money used for villagers themselves), the state (it is not worth the costs incurred by the state to further examine and try this case), and the defendant himself (money that must be spent to pay lawyers and so on when the defendant is convicted).

4. CONCLUSION

The characteristics of economic analysis of law theory are: 1) Based on the theory of utilitarian justice, which in fact the main principle is based on felicific calculus, 2) Using basic considerations: a) Economic theory as a basis for analyzing law, b) Using cost-benefit analysis in form a law and/or c) Consider the opportunity cost of the law formed, and 3) The output to be achieved is wealth maximization. Related to the
Decision Register Number 45 / Pid.Sus / TPK / 2011 / PN.BDG. In fact, judges in making decisions are arguably based on economic analysis of law theory, because the decedendi ratio has met 3 (three) characteristics of economic analysis of law theory.

To guarantee legal certainty, so that this economic analysis of law theory can be used by judges as a basis for ruling on corruption, the criteria for this economic analysis of law theory can be stated in a Supreme Court Circular (SEMA). In the context of decisions whose ratio decedendi use economic analysis of law theory so that they can be used as sources by other judges, they can qualify as case law or landmark decisions.
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